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Abstract

We consider a methodology for integrating multiple sensors along with semantic information to enhance scene representations. We propose a probabilistic generative model for inferring semantically-informed aerial reconstructions from multi-modal data within a consistent mathematical framework. The approach, called Semantically-Aware Aerial Reconstruction (SAAR), not only exploits inferred scene geometry, appearance, and semantic observations to obtain a meaningful categorization of the data, but also extends previously proposed methods by imposing structure on the prior over geometry, appearance, and semantic labels. This leads to more accurate reconstructions and the ability to fill in missing contextual labels via joint sensor and semantic information. We introduce a new multi-modal synthetic dataset in order to provide quantitative performance analysis. Additionally, we apply the model to real-world data and exploit OpenStreetMap as a source of semantic observations. We show quantitative improvements in reconstruction accuracy of large-scale urban scenes from the combination of LiDAR, aerial photography, and semantic data. Furthermore, we demonstrate the model's ability to fill in for missing sensed data, leading to more interpretable reconstructions.

1. Introduction

Humans integrate various sensory, semantic, and contextual cues to construct internal representations of the world for robustly reasoning within their environment. This ability is little diminished in the face of sparse and noisy observations. Furthermore, humans easily extrapolate the structure of the surrounding large-scale environment from their local surroundings using cues and prior experiences of similar scenes. Such inferential feats are supported by semantic understanding and categorization of scene elements. Motivated by such abilities we develop an approach for scene reconstruction that integrates sensor data along with georeferenced semantic labels. With some exceptions, existing approaches focus solely on obtaining a semantic labeling from sensor data. We construct a probabilistic generative model that allows multi-modal data fusion, integrates semantic observations, and captures the notion that different scene components exhibit different properties via a structured prior over the different modalities. The approach, Semantically-Aware Aerial Reconstruction (SAAR), infers semantically-meaningful categories of data which are used in the reconstruction as category-specific priors, resulting in improved reconstruction accuracy.

SAAR builds on the work of Cabezas et al. [4], by adding semantic observations from OpenStreetMap (OSM) [12] to the sensor data already used there: aerial oblique imagery, and Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR). Each of these sources provides complementary features for reasoning about urban scenes. We further expand on [4] by introducing a novel structured prior, to regularize reconstructions. In contrast to prior semantic reconstruction work, our goal is to (1) exploit the learned categories to improve the reconstruction and (2) fill in missing sensor data.

Previous work in the area of semantic labeling can be categorized based on the domain of the labels: image-space or 3D-space. In the first category, Sudderth et al. [31] and Wang et al. [35] focus on the extraction of pixel-wise labels
from single images with no additional information. Along similar lines, Cao et al. [5] and Choi et al. [6] expand on prior work by introducing spatial connectivity between the labels. They show that spatial connectivity greatly improves performance. Similarly, the problem of matching noisy text tags to images and, if possible, identifying image regions that give rise to the textual description has been extensively studied [8, 19, 20, 22, 24, 25, 38]. These approaches typically learn multi-modal (text and appearance) representations and attempt to predict one modality when the other is missing. All of the aforementioned works are formulated in the image-domain and differ from the proposed approach in both formulation and goal.

Prior work in 3D scene labeling can be categorized by choice of primitive used to produce the labeling: point, voxel, mesh, or object box (while not strictly a primitive, it is included for completeness). Point-based semantic labeling has received the most attention in recent years [1, 3, 10, 14, 18, 37]. The goal is to label 3D points, either using human annotations and propagating them through the point cloud, or by following procedures similar to image-based methods and projecting the results into 3D using standard multi-view techniques. Voxel-based methods, e.g., [13, 16, 17, 28, 34], formulate the labeling problem as an energy minimization problem in either 2D (followed by projection to 3D), or directly in 3D. Most of these methods exploit spatial connectivity using Markov Random Fields or Conditional Random Fields (CRFs). Like some voxel-based methods, mesh-based approaches [2, 33] rely on energy minimization in a CRF; however, unlike voxel-based approaches, they tend to have a richer set of discriminative features such as texture, curvature and various mesh properties. Approaches that label scene objects (typically in the form of a bounding box) provide a higher degree of abstraction than primitive-based methods. Ren et al. [27] and Lin et al. [21] rely on a set of low-level features to find and classify scene regions.

The proposed work falls in the mesh-based category. Like other methods in this category, it relies on high-level features, including primitive appearance, geometry via location and orientation, and, if available, semantic observations, such as OSM or Geiger mode LiDAR. This data is used in a probabilistic model to learn scene categories and category-specific structured priors that can be used to regularize scene elements during reconstruction.

The contributions of this work are: (1) a novel probabilistic model that couples semantic labels and scene reconstruction, (2) mathematically consistent methods for obtaining labels and reconstructions from multi-modal data in 3D, (3) demonstration of the utility of semantic observations and structured prior distributions to improve the accuracy of scene reconstruction, and (4) the introduction of a new photo-realistic multi-modal synthetic urban city dataset.

2. The Probabilistic SAAR Model

The proposed SAAR model couples a latent structured prior model with a probabilistic semantic 3D world representation. The 3D representation is typically based on a collection of independent primitives (e.g., points, voxels, or triangles as in our case) with a series of attributes that describe the various scene aspects (e.g., geometry and appearance). SAAR draws from the model proposed in [4] where, in addition to the latent geometry and appearance per primitive (i.e., triangle), we also model a semantic label. Furthermore, we introduce a structured prior via a mixture model over the latent semantic labels, appearance, and geometry to replace the uninformative uniform priors used in [4]. We will show that posterior inference under such a prior captures meaningful scene-specific global structure, which can be leveraged to regularize the 3D reconstructions. These extensions lead to powerful regularizers for 3D reconstruction without the need of carefully hand-crafted scene priors.

From the generative viewpoint, the SAAR model describes how the combination of latent geometry G, appearance A, and semantic label S give rise to LiDAR measurements L, observed OSM labels O, and camera images I at observed GPS positions P. The geometry is represented via vertex locations V and connectivity matrix θ. The images are assumed to be generated from a set of fly-by cameras with poses T (extrinsic) and calibration K (intrinsic). For convenience we let $\mathbf{W} \triangleq \{\mathbf{G}, \mathbf{A}, \mathbf{S}, \mathbf{Z}\}$, where Z is the primitive’s categorical assignment. The probabilistic graphical representation of this model is visualized in Fig. 2 (hyperparameters are omitted for clarity). Model parameters are summarized in Tab. 1. The joint distribution for the probabilistic SAAR model is:

$$
p(\mathbf{L}, \mathbf{I}, \mathbf{O}, \mathbf{T}, \mathbf{K}, \mathbf{V}, \mathbf{W}, \varphi, \pi; \theta) = p(\mathbf{W}, \varphi, \pi|\mathbf{V}; \theta) \times \prod_{c=1}^{N_C} p(T^c)p(K^c) \prod_{n=1}^{N^c} p(I_n^c|\mathbf{G}, \mathbf{A}, K^c, T^c)p(P_n^c|T^c),
$$

Figure 2: Graphical representation of the SAAR model. The parts taken over from [4] are depicted in gray whereas the proposed structured prior is shown in black.
where the structured prior over geometric, appearance, and semantic label factors as:

\[ p(W; \varphi, \pi; \theta) = p(\pi) \prod_{k=1}^{N_S} p(\varphi_k^G)p(\varphi_k^A)p(\varphi_k^S) \prod_{m=1}^{N_P} [p(Z_m|\pi) \times p(G_m|\varphi^G, Z_m; \mu^G_m, \Sigma^G_m)] . \tag{2} \]

We now describe the terms in Eq. (1). The image likelihood, \( p(I_n^c|G, A, K^c, T^c) = \prod_{k=1}^{N_S} N(\hat{I}_k; a_m(k), r^2_m(k)) \), is modeled as a Gaussian distribution with mean corresponding to the latent appearance pixel of the associated primitive and the variance corresponding to the inverse of the dot product between the camera’s viewing direction and the surface normal of the visible primitive. The LiDAR likelihood is given by \( p(L|G) = N(d^2(L_i; G_m(l)); 0, \sigma^2) \), where \( d(L_i, G_m) \) is the distance between the LiDAR point and primitive. The GPS observations follow a Gaussian distribution centered at the camera trajectory, \( T^c \). All priors, with the exception of the structured prior, are uniform. For further details see [4].

Semantic observations \( O \) are modeled in SAAR as a collection of independent 3D points, where each point has a location and semantic label, \( O_{m,c} \triangleq (P_c, C_m) \). The location and label are assumed to be independent, thus the likelihood is \( p(O_m|S, G) = p(P_c|G)p(C_m|S) \). The location model is the same as that of the LiDAR measurements; i.e., the likelihood depends on the distance between the point and the generating primitive. The class likelihood is modeled as a Categorical distribution (Cat): \( p(C_m|S) = \text{Cat}(C_m; S_m(o)) \).

Equation (2) shows the mixture model structure of the prior on geometry, appearance, and semantic label, shown in black in Fig. 2. Note that each primitive \( m \) is assigned to a single mixture component via \( Z_m \). Each mixture component defines a distribution over the product space of geometry, appearance and semantic labels. Following the standard approach in Bayesian mixture modeling, we assume a Dirichlet distribution (Dir) prior with hyperparameter \( \alpha \) on the mixture weights \( \pi \). The class labels \( Z_m \), are distributed according to a categorical distribution parametrized by \( \pi \):

\[ p(Z_m|\pi) = \text{Cat}(Z_m; \pi) . \]

Conditioned on the category assignment via label \( Z_m \), the geometry, appearance, and semantic label of primitive \( m \) are modeled as generated independently from the associated component distribution in the respective space. For this process, we adopt a pixel-centric perspective inside each triangle. Specifically, we model the 3D location, surface normal, RGB color and semantic label of each primitive’s appearance pixels as independently and identically distributed according to the corresponding mixture component distribution. We note that this modeling is performed using the latent primitive attributes. Under this model, we can collect the sufficient statistics over the different modalities and use them for both likelihood evaluations and posterior inference. In the following, we introduce the distributions for appearance, semantic labels and geometry.

**Appearance:** For each mixture component, we model the appearance as a three-dimensional Gaussian in the RGB color space. Hence, given appearance parameter \( \varphi^A_k \triangleq (\mu^A_k, \Sigma^A_k) \) we have

\[ p(A_m|\varphi^A_{Z_m}) = \prod_{i=1}^{N_m^A} N(A_{m,i}; \mu^A_{Z_m}, \Sigma^A_{Z_m}) , \tag{3} \]

where \( A_{m,i} \) is the RGB color of pixel \( i \) in primitive \( m \) and the product is over all pixels in the primitive. The Gaussian parameters of \( \varphi^A \) are distributed according to the Normal Inverse Wishart (NIW) conjugate prior distribution [11].

**Semantic labels:** Labels \( S_m \) assigned to primitive \( m \) are modeled as following a categorical distribution with a Dirichlet prior:

\[ p(S_m|\varphi^S_{Z_m}) = \prod_{i=1}^{N_m^S} \text{Cat}(S_{m,i}; \varphi^S_{Z_m}) . \tag{4} \]
Figure 3: Left: Tangent space Gaussian (TG) around mean μ with covariance Σ. Right: Manhattan Frame (MF).

**Geometry:** The geometry of primitive \( m \) is modeled via the primitive's appearance pixel locations in 3D, \( G^X_{m,i} \), as well as its orientations, \( G^Q_{m,i} \), for pixel \( i \). The pixel locations \( G^X_{m,i} \) are assumed to be Gaussian distributed in 3D with NIW distribution priors on the Gaussian parameters \( \{\mu_k^G, \Sigma^G_k\} \), along with likelihood

\[
p(G^X_m|\varphi^G_{Z_m}) = \prod_{i=1}^{N^A} N(G^X_{m,i}; \mu^G_{Z_m}, \Sigma^G_{Z_m}).
\]

As we will see, the structured prior uses the location information as a weak coupling between neighboring triangles. The orientation \( G^Q_{m,i} \) of the primitive’s pixel \( i \) is described via its surface normal represented as a unit-length direction vector in 3D. The space of such vectors is the unit sphere in 3D, \( S^2 \). Accordingly, we model primitive orientations by placing zero-mean Gaussian distributions in tangent spaces to \( S^2 \) as explored in [29, 30]. We denote this distribution, visualized in Fig. 3, the tangent space Gaussian (TG). Under the TG model, surface normals \( G^Q_{m} \in S^2 \) associated with cluster \( Z = Z_m \) have the following distribution

\[
p(G^Q_m|\mu^Q_{Z_m}, \Sigma^Q_{Z_m}) = \prod_{i=1}^{N^A} N(\text{Log}_{\mu^Q_{Z_m}}(G^Q_{m,i}); 0, \Sigma^Q_{Z_m})
\]

where the Riemannian logarithm map \( \text{Log}_{\mu^Q_{Z_m}}(G^Q_{m,i}) \) maps \( G^Q_{m,i} \) into the tangent space \( T_{\mu^Q_{Z_m}}S^2 \) around the mean of the TG \( \mu^Q_{Z_m} \in S^2 \). The TG model uses an Inverse Wishart prior [11] in the tangent plane for the covariance and a uniform prior on the sphere for the mean. We explore two different models: (1) an unconstrained model [29] with a single TG per cluster and (2) the Manhattan Frame (MF) model [30]. The MF captures the block structure of man-made environments in the space of surface normals through six TG clusters that are constrained to orthogonal and opposing locations on the sphere (Fig. 3).

### 3. Inference

In this section we discuss sampling-based inference for the SAAR model. We begin by outlining inference for the structured prior portion of the model, followed by an inference scheme for the full SAAR model.

#### 3.1. Structured Prior Inference

As stated in the previous section, the structured prior for geometry, appearance, and semantic labels is equivalent to a mixture model over the aforementioned modes. This motivates the use of a Gibbs sampler that iterates between sampling labels \( Z_m \) for each primitive and sampling mixture component parameters for posterior inference. We present the necessary posterior distributions in the following; for a detailed derivation see Sup. Mat.

**Label posterior:** The posterior distribution for a label \( Z_m \) of primitive \( m \) given the mixture parameters is

\[
p(Z_m = k|Z_m, G, A, S, \pi, \varphi^G, \varphi^A, \varphi^S) \propto p(A_m, G_m, S_m, \varphi^G, \varphi^A, \varphi^S|Z_m)p(Z_m = k|\pi)
\]

\[
p(G_m, \varphi^G|Z_m)p(A_m, \varphi^A|Z_m)p(S_m, \varphi^S|Z_m)\pi_k
\]

(7)

For each primitive \( m \) we can evaluate Eq. (7) under all clusters \( k \) using the likelihoods described in the previous section to obtain a discrete probability distribution. After normalization, we sample the indicator \( Z_m \).

**Parameter posteriors:** The posterior distributions over the parameters of the mixture model factors into the different modes as

\[
p(\pi, \varphi^G, \varphi^A, \varphi^S|Z, G, A, S) \propto p(\pi|Z)p(\varphi^A|A, Z)p(\varphi^G|G, Z)p(\varphi^S|S, Z)
\]

\[
\prod_{k=1}^{N_k} p(\phi^G_k|A_k)p(\phi^A_k|G_k)p(\phi^S_k|S_k)
\]

(8)

where we use the indicator set \( I_k = \{m : z_m = k\} \) to collect all primitives that are assigned to cluster \( k \). Due to conjugacy of the priors on \( \pi, \varphi^G, \varphi^A, \) and \( \varphi^S \), the posterior parameter distributions take the same form as the prior distributions. This allows efficient sampling of posterior parameters after updating the sufficient statistics [11]. Posterior sampling for the TG and MF distribution in \( \varphi^G \) is carried out as described in [29] and [30] respectively. The Gibbs sampler for the structured prior is outlined in Alg. 1.

#### 3.2. SAAR Model Inference

Inference on the structured prior portion of the model is coupled with the inference scheme proposed in [4] to sample from the posterior of the SAAR model. Conceptually, the SAAR algorithm interleaves the geometry, appearance,
Algorithm 2 Full SAAR Model Inference

1: Initialize world primitives and camera pose
2: Sample assignment of LiDAR and OSM data.
3: Initialize $\varphi^G$, $\varphi^A$, $\varphi^S$, $\pi$ and $Z$
4: for $i \in \{1, \ldots, N_A\}$ do
5:   Estimate appearance $A_i$.
6:   Optimize over camera pose $T$ and $K$.
7:   Run Structured Prior inference procedure (Alg. 1).
8:   Estimate appearance $A_i$.
9:   Optimize over world primitive geometry, $V$.
10: Sample assignment of LiDAR and OSM data.
11: end for

and camera pose sampling with posterior sampling of the structured prior as outlined in Alg. 2. Specifically, the updates to the appearance and vertex locations now take the structured priors into account. The appearance updates have the same form as in [4]:

$$p(A | L, G, K, T, Z, \varphi^A) \propto \prod_{c=1}^{N_C} \prod_{n=1}^{N_L} \prod_{k=1}^{N_P} p(I_{k}^{n,c} | G, A, K^c, T^c) \prod_{m=1}^{N_P} p(A_{m,i} | \varphi^A, Z_m),$$

where we now utilize the inferred appearance parameters of the assigned cluster. Since the form of the equation does not change, we can still solve it in closed-form. Similarly, the vertex terms are augmented with the semantic label

$$p(V | G, L, O, Z, S, \varphi^G; \theta) \propto \prod_{c=1}^{N_C} \prod_{n=1}^{N_L} \prod_{k=1}^{N_P} p(O_{o} | G, S) \prod_{l=1}^{N_L} p(L_{i} | G)$$

$$\times \prod_{c=1}^{N_C} \prod_{n=1}^{N_L} \prod_{k=1}^{N_P} p(I_{k}^{n,c} | G, A, K^c, T^c) \prod_{m=1}^{N_P} p(G_{m} | \varphi^G, V; Z; \theta). \quad (10)$$

We optimize over Eq. (10) using a downhill simplex optimization method [23] to update the latent vertex locations to their maximum a posteriori configuration as in [4].

4. Results

To facilitate quantitative experiments, we created a multi-modal photo-realistic urban city synthetic dataset, Synthetic City (SynthCity). In the following, we briefly describe SynthCity and present several experiments to validate the propose model. Experiments include an evaluation of model performance in terms of reconstruction accuracy, and an ablation study to identify the best modalities for scene categorization. Furthermore, we demonstrate the utility of the model by showing its ability to operate in the presence of noisy data and to estimate missing sensor data. Finally, we present results on real-world scenes where we qualitatively show the method’s improvements over the baseline of [4]. Throughout this section we’ll use the shorthand notation TG-N (or MF-N) to refer to a TG (or MF) orientation model with $N$ semantic categories, i.e., $N_S = N$.

4.1. SynthCity Dataset

The lack of ground-truthed aerial datasets motivates the creation of the SynthCity dataset. We used Esri’s CityEngine [9] to create five randomly-generated realistic cities (ToyCity, ToyCity2, City1-1, City3, and City4), each with eight different types of scene elements: open space, streets, sidewalks, parking lots, residential buildings, office buildings, high-rise buildings, and vegetation. Custom build rules allowed pseudo-random variation of geometry and appearance, resulting in a collection of elements that are not only photo-realistic, but also closely match the layout of real-world cities (Fig. 4). LiDAR measurements were obtained by simulating real LiDAR collections [15]. Please refer to the Sup. Mat. for further details.

4.2. Improved Reconstructions - SynthCity

We exploit the resulting categorization and priors to improve reconstruction accuracy via label-dependent updates to geometry and appearance. The goal is to compare the effect of the structured prior and semantic information on reconstruction accuracy. Fig. 5 compares various configurations of SAAR (using all available data: appearance, location, orientation and semantic observations) with the non-structured prior model [4], and with the LiDAR-only method of Zhou et al. [39] on the SynthCity dataset. The distance metric used is the mean error between the estimated and true mesh as computed by Metro [7]. From the figure we can see that in all cases SAAR produces better reconstructions than both baseline approaches. We emphasize that the only difference between SAAR and [4] is the use of the structured prior and semantic observations. See Sup. Mat. for additional comparisons.

4.3. Clustering Results

We used SynthCity to obtain quantitative accuracy metrics for the SAAR model. This allows us to study which modalities lead to improved semantic labeling via reduction of reconstruction error. We considered various feature combinations using appearance, orientation, location, and semantic observations under both the TG and the MF models. We quantified the utility of each of the modalities by

![Sample view of SynthCity dataset (City3)](image)

Figure 4: Sample view of SynthCity dataset (City3) along with ground-truth mesh colored by semantic categories.
measuring the error of the estimated geometry against the ground-truth geometry. Fig. 6 shows that generally the reconstruction accuracy improves as more features are added. For example, consider TG-24 (top-right plot): as we add the location feature (magenta line) to the appearance and orientation features (blue line) we improve reconstruction accuracy; including the semantic feature (green line) provides further improvements. This behavior is seen across all TG models and most of the MF models. We hypothesize that as the number of clusters grow, the MF model gets stuck in local optima and thus its performance suffers. It is important to note that in the absence of semantic information (magenta lines) the structured prior model still performs well. Fig. 7 shows qualitative comparison of the labeling.

The semantic observations in SAAR can be used to attribute meaning to the learned clusters. One possible method of achieving this is by analyzing the learned semantic component distributions \( \varphi^S \). The collection of high probability semantic observations under each cluster forms the inferred meaning of the cluster under the model. Fig. 8 shows the semantic component distribution, MF-3 and MF-4, for the ToyCity2 scene. By looking at the learned semantic distribution of MF-3, we can see that the blue cluster has high probability observations of types: sidewalk, roads and parking lots, thus justifying the attachment of the interpretation of the cluster as “ground”. The labeling produced by MF-4 follows a similar pattern as MF-3. Moreover, the effect of adding one more cluster component can be clearly seen in the figure: the “ground” cluster in MF-3 (blue) is divided into two clusters in MF-4 (blue and black). Each of the new clusters now has a more distinct meaning: the blue cluster is solely “green space” while the black cluster is the “road network”. We note that this behavior arises naturally from the model and no special conditions were used to produce this result.

4.4. Real-World Scenes

SAAR was also tested on real-world scenes. Lacking ground truth, we provide qualitative comparisons. The results of this section are based on the CLIF 2007 dataset [32]
and the Lubbock dataset. For each of the datasets, semantic information was obtained from OSM [36]. Both datasets contain semantic categories: road, building, parking lot, water, recreational and ground; additionally CLIF contains rails, while Lubbock contains grass (see Sup. Mat.). Reconstructions for these datasets are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. Qualitatively these reconstructions have more detail than the ones shown in [4]. Note that unlike prior work, SAAR clusters orientations in the correct space, i.e., the 3D unit-sphere. This clustering is visualized in Fig. 9 for the Lubbock dataset using MF-4 model. As the figure shows, orientations are indicative of scene elements; e.g., “trees”, do not have any preferred orientation. On the other hand, “ground” and “building” clusters have very compact distributions centered around the scene’s up direction.

4.5. Handling Missing Data

A main advantage of a probabilistic formulation is the ability to easily handle noisy and missing data. Here we show SAAR’s ability to infer cluster assignment of partially-observed data and predict a missing modality. Specifically, we learn primitive assignments and cluster parameters using the scene’s visible data (visibility refers to triangles that have image evidence). The learned cluster parameters are then used to predict the assignment of non-visible scene primitives using their location, orientation and semantic observations. Once the non-visible primitives are assigned to a cluster, we can predict their appearance by sampling from the corresponding appearance component posterior. The results of applying this procedure to City3 and CLIF scenes are shown in Fig. 10. The smooth boundaries between visible and non-visible assignment indicate that the model is able to infer partial assignments well. An exception is the river in CLIF, where the visible evidence dominate the semantic evidence for visible primitives. Due to the small number of clusters used, four, the predicted appearance captures only the main color trend.

4.6. Timing

The structured prior inference (Alg. 1) is relatively fast: approximately 0.02s per plane per iteration for TG models and 0.5s for MF models. This yields an overall run-time between 5-30 min and 30-60 min for TG and MF models in SynthCity respectively (workstation: 48 cores at 2.6GHz with NVIDIA GTX 780 graphics card). Full model inference (Alg. 2) is considerably slower due to the high com-
Figure 10: Missing data reasoning via SAAR (MF-4). Top: CLIF; Bottom: City3. Left-to-right: visible scene primitives color coded according to appearance and cluster assignment, filled in cluster assignment and appearance for all primitives.

Figure 11: Lubbock reconstructions. Left: Cabezas et al. [4]; Right: SAAR (MF-4). Notice the regularized flat horizontal surfaces obtained with SAAR.

5. Conclusion

We propose SAAR, a probabilistic generative model for inferring semantically-consistent aerial reconstructions from multi-modal data. Using the novel SynthCity dataset, we have demonstrated that SAAR improves both reconstructions qualitatively and quantitatively by incorporating semantic data and utilizing a structured prior over geometry, appearance and semantic labels. Furthermore, by virtue of the generative model construction and robust inference algorithm, noisy or missing data does not hinder the model’s ability. The latter was demonstrated on two different real-world datasets. The proposed model offers a mathematically-consistent framework for integrating both semantic and sensed data to generate richer scene reconstructions. Recent efforts in extending OpenStreetMap data into the third dimension [26] can benefit from approaches similar to the proposed one. Important extensions to the work presented here include the addition of spatial connectivity to the primitive’s labels; investigations of other modalities to include for better cluster; as well as, more fine-grained categorization capabilities. All source code as well as the novel multi-modal SynthCity dataset can be downloaded from http://people.csail.mit.edu/rcabezas.
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